EXECUTOR SERVICES
Patricia (Trish) Fedewich or Norman Witt serving as your executor may be a
good choice for settling your estate. Trish & Norm are professionally trained to
serve as executors and they have assisted families with executor services for
many years. The efficient settling of your estate reduces stress on your family
and helps to maintain positive relationships amongst your family and friends.
An executor’s role involves many areas of expertise including: real estate
management, accounting, investments, banking, appraisal, insurance and
mediation. Trish & Norm have experience and training in all of these areas.
A typical estate requires a significant amount of time from an executor and the
job takes over one year to completely settle. Many families and friends are too
busy to manage the estate, and they may lack the knowledge needed to get the
job done in an efficient and cost effective manner. The job is very time
consuming and Trish & Norm have trained, experienced staff that assist them
with settling estates.
Patricia Fedewich and Norman Witt are trustworthy and ethical. They are also
impartial and professional when dealing with sensitive issues amongst your
loved ones. Choosing the right executor provides you and your family with
peace of mind knowing that your final wishes will be carried out in a professional
and caring manner. Please speak to Trish or Norm for a schedule of services
and fees. When serving as executors, Trish & Norm act in their personal
capacities - not as notaries public.
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Testimonials:
I want to thank Trish and the rest of the “Fedewich & Witt family” for all the
service they gave to the Shields family.
Trish was the executor of both my parents’ Wills.
Dealing with the death of loved ones is hard enough as it is … and to be the
executor of a Will is at least a 1-2 year commitment. This was definitely
something that I did not want to take on.
Over the 10 year relationship that my family has had with Fedewich & Witt the
service has always been outstanding. I always received friendly, prompt,
professional (but with a make yourself at home feel) service each and every
time we saw or talked to someone from this office.
Trish was exceptional in her communication. Keeping me up to date on all
aspects of the process. I was able to e-mail or talk to Trish 24-7 … and this
alone made me feel that our business was greatly appreciated.
The rest was just icing on the cake.
Because we did not have to deal with the bureaucratic red tape of being an
executor … my brother and I were able to focus on the healing !

~ Sherry Wonitoy
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